Recorded Professional Development Workshops

Recorded Workshops for STEPP: [https://youtu.be/W75BBhlOwaA](https://youtu.be/W75BBhlOwaA)

**STEPP Preview**
**Recorded Workshop**
**– TSAAPT Spring 2021**
This is a pre-recorded virtual workshop for the NSF STEM+C funded project Scaffolded Training Environment for Physics Programming (STEPP). Intended to integ...
youtu.be

STEPP is now publicly available at STEPP.utdallas.edu

The middle school Geoscience video resources project focused on Plate Tectonics: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSk46J85b00](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSk46J85b00)

**Vivid Earth Science:**
**Video Resources for Earth Science Teachers**
If you are K-12 teacher or Geoscientists who are interested in what we are doing, please fill this survey
https://forms.gle/z8TsLEjaS84SvNe q7 and we will contact you!
Thanks! Abstract: Earth science is a difficult subject to teach. It requires system-thinking, spatial thinking, intradisciplinary background and the understanding of geologic ...
www.youtube.com